Collimated electron beams and their associated penumbra widths.
The Fermi-Eyges multiple-scattering theory for electrons is applied to calculate profiles of collimated electron beams. The dose profile below the collimator is a convolution of the intensity distribution of the electrons at the level of the collimator and the distribution arising from the propagation of a Gaussian point source from the collimator to the level of the calculation. The electrons at the level of the collimator possess an angular distribution characteristic of the configuration of the electron beam at the vacuum window. Hence, the dose profile and its associated penumbra width can be expressed in terms of the angular moments of the distribution of the electrons at the collimator. The dependence of the penumbra width on the configuration-dependent angular spread of the electrons at the collimator accounts for differences in the size of the penumbra between two broad-beam configurations. These differences are also seen experimentally. We have also studied the dependence of the angular moments of the electrons upon scattering foils present above the collimator and the position of the beam-broadening device in the accelerator head.